DIVISION ADVISORY NO. 28, S. 2019
In compliance with DepEd Order No. 8, s. 2013
This Advisory is issued not for endorsement per DO 28, S. 2001,
but only for the information of both Public and Private Elementary and
Secondary Schools
February 27, 2019

SALIKANA-BAYAN (SAMAHANG LIKHA PARA SA KABATAAN NG ATING
BAYAN)
PALIGSAYA FRIENDSHIP GAMES

The SALIKANA-BAYAN will be conducting its PALIGSAYA Friendship Games which
acknowledge the potential of sports as an avenue for Holistic Development. It will be on
March 2, 2019 at Don Antonio de Zurruareggui Sr., Memorial Academy (DAZMA) Brgy.
Inarawan, Antipolo City.

Parental consent forms will be provided by SALIKANA-BAYAN to ensure that the
guardians of students are properly informed about the activity.

Attached to this advisory is the letter from Rev. Fr. Randy E. Sampinto, AM,
Executive Director of SALIKANA-BAYAN for further references.

For the information of the field.
February 18, 2019

Rommel C. Bautista, CESO V
Schools Division Superintendent
Division of City Schools Antipolo City

Dear Dr. Bautista:

Greetings of Peace!

Acknowledging the potential of sports as an avenue for holistic development, the SALIKANA-BAYAN will hold its annual PALIGSAAYA Friendship Games on March 2, 2019 at Don Antonio de Zuzuaregguí Sr., Memorial Academy, Brgy. Inarawan, Antipolo City.

In this regard we are asking your permission to allow the members of the youth organization in your division for the said event. We shall secure parental consent forms from them to ensure that their guardians are properly informed regarding the activity.

We hope and pray for your favorable response, knowing that our common interest in serving the young people unites us in our vision and dream for them. Thus, I humbly remain,

Yours in Christ through Mary,

[Signature]

Rev. Fr. Randy L. Sampinto, AM
Executive Director